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Test of QCD at large QTest of QCD at large Q22 with exclusive with exclusive 
hadronichadronic processes processes 



Outline：

The Belle experiment

Y(1S,2S) → Vector-Peseudoscalar
e+e-→ωπ0, K*K, K2*K

*More Y(1S/2S) More Y(1S/2S) →→VectorVector--Tensor,  AxialTensor,  Axial--vectorvector--PseudoscalarPseudoscalar
results, please refer to results, please refer to Phys. Rev. D 86, 031102(R) (2012Phys. Rev. D 86, 031102(R) (2012) ) 



KEKB/BelleKEKB/Belle



Phys. Rev. D 88, 011102(R) (2013)Phys. Rev. D 88, 011102(R) (2013)

The violation of the above rule was The violation of the above rule was 
first observed in the rho pi and K*Kfirst observed in the rho pi and K*K
((““rho pi puzzlerho pi puzzle””) more than thirty) more than thirty
Years ago.  Years ago.  

Data sample:Data sample:
N(Y(1S))=102MN(Y(1S))=102M
N(Y(2S))=158MN(Y(2S))=158M



shaded histograms: shaded histograms: 
continuum contributionscontinuum contributions..

dashed curves: total dashed curves: total 
background estimatesbackground estimates
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No significant VP signals!No significant VP signals!
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Observed for the 1Observed for the 1stst timetime indication for large indication for large isospinisospin violationviolation

Y(1S/2S)Y(1S/2S)→→VP Results and DiscussionsVP Results and Discussions

1. For the processes Ks K 1. For the processes Ks K ππ
 

and and ππ++ ππ-- ππ0 0 ππ00, the Q, the QYY ratios are ratios are 
consistent with the expected value.consistent with the expected value.
2. For 2. For ππ++ ππ-- ππ00, the Q, the QYY ratio is a little lower than the ratio is a little lower than the pQCDpQCD prediction. prediction. 
3. The results for the other modes are inconclusive due to low s3. The results for the other modes are inconclusive due to low statistical tatistical 
significance. significance. 
4. These results may supply useful guidance for interpreting vio4. These results may supply useful guidance for interpreting violations of lations of 
the 12% rule for OZIthe 12% rule for OZI--suppressed decays in the suppressed decays in the charmoniumcharmonium sector.sector.



1. Investigate the energy dependence of various meson form 
factors and shed light on hadron structure and hence the 
strong interaction. 
2. e+e- →ωπωπis a EM process. Form factor is predicted to be 

1/s dependence [PLB425,365]
3. At large      , cross sections ratio
if SU(3)f symmetry is perfect. But, this relation was severely 

violated at 3.67 and 3.773 GeV from CLEO results: 

S 2:8:9:: *00*0 KKKK

>9 and 33 at 3.67 and 3.77 GeV

4. A pQCD calculation [PRD75,094020] predicts RVP =6
5. In the quark model, we expect: 



MCGPJMCGPJ [next-to-leading order RC included]



Y(4S) data sampleY(4S) data sample
as an exampleas an example

ISR backgroundISR background



Born cross sectionBorn cross section

for 10.52,10.58 and 10.876 for 10.52,10.58 and 10.876 GeVGeV

All the results on the cross All the results on the cross 
sections at 10.52, 10.58, andsections at 10.52, 10.58, and
10.876 10.876 GeVGeV, including, including
upper limits, are the first upper limits, are the first 
measurements up to now.measurements up to now.

Consistent with theoreticalConsistent with theoretical
prediction [PRD 75,094020prediction [PRD 75,094020] ] 



n=3.75n=3.75±±0.120.12 n=3.83n=3.83±±0.070.07

These are significantly different from the 1/sThese are significantly different from the 1/s22 [PLB425,365] or [PLB425,365] or 
1/s1/s3 3 [PRD75,094020] predictions and agree with 1/s[PRD75,094020] predictions and agree with 1/s44 

[PRD22,2175; 24,2848; 78, 074032] within 2.5[PRD22,2175; 24,2848; 78, 074032] within 2.5σσ..
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